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Audrey gave up on romance before meeting
aspiring filmmaker Harry at the cinema where
they work, but soon they are deeply in love--and
not like it's portrayed in movies.
Available on CloudLibrary.

When Kate has to move in with her
grandfather, a former star in silent films, she
enters the thrilling world of 1938 Hollywood,
and finds herself with a murder to solve.
Available on CloudLibrary.

Sana has had a crush on Rachel for years, but
when she tried to ask her out it went very badly,
and despite not being able to stand Sana, Rachel
casts her in Rachel's senior project when she
realizes that Sana is perfect for the role. Available
on CloudLibrary.

Lola Nox is sent to live with her estranged
maternal grandmother in the mining town where
her horror movie director father's most iconic film
was set, when paranormal incidents and whispers
of a century-old monster make her question if
she'll make it out alive. Available on CloudLibrary.

Teenage movie-lover Ethan, the de facto
manager of the crumbling Green Street
Cinema, teams with a motley crew,
including his now-famous true love,
Raina, to try to save the landmark from
destruction. Available on CloudLibrary.

In 1984, while grappling with her
parents' divorce and her mother's
remarriage, teenage Laura wins a walk-
on role in the nuclear holocaust movie
being filmed in her Arkansas town.
Available on CloudLibrary and Hoopla.

A funny and irreverent how-to takes
would-be filmmakers from the moment
of inspiration to a finished short film and
beyond, with tips and techniques on
brainstorming, screenwriting,
scheduling, shooting, editing, and
marketing.

Amateur filmmaker Greg has managed
to become part of every social group at
his high school without having any
friends, but his life changes when his
mother forces him to befriend Rachel, a
girl who has leukemia. Available on
Hoopla and CloudLibrary.

Lights, Camera, Disaster
by Erin M. Dionne
Middle school student and amateur
movie maker Hester Greene, who suffers
from Attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder and anxiety, must improve her
grades and pass the eighth grade so she
can participate in a student showcase.
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